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By the time of the 50th
anniversary of the publication of
the Nature paper first describing
the double helix structure of DNA,
the archive of one of the authors,
Francis Crick, will be available
with unprecedented access to
historians, researchers and
members of the public at the
Wellcome Library in London.
Francis Crick discovered the
structure of DNA with James
Watson in 1953, and a £904,000
grant means that his entire
scientific archive will be now
housed at the Wellcome library.
The Wellcome Trust biomedical
charity has also contributed
£904,000, as partnership funding,
to the project. Crick’s papers
might have remained outside the
UK or been bought privately had it
not been for this funding.
Francis Crick is one of the
biggest British scientific figures 
of the 20th century and the
discovery of the structure of 
DNA is now widely recognised as
one of the key moments in the
history of human achievement. 
His most important work was
done in Cambridge, where he 
was based from 1947 until 1976
when he moved to southern
California (he received the Nobel
Prize in 1962). His archive is a
major component of the British
scientific heritage of the last
century. It has already been used
by many writers and researchers
and will undoubtedly be a great
resource for the development 
of scientific understanding in 
the second half of the 20th
century.
Crick is extremely supportive of
this project. “I couldn’t think of a
better place for my papers to go
and I’m delighted that the Heritage
Lottery Fund has decided to help
fund the acquisition. The
Wellcome Trust’s principle of free
access to information will apply to
my papers as well as to the
Human Genome Project. The
world’s scientists and medical
historians can’t all make it over to
my office in the US but they will
soon have unlimited access 
to my archives at the Wellcome
Library.”
The papers include
correspondence, laboratory
notebooks and manuscripts for
published articles and books.
They cover the breakthrough
period in the early 1950s when 
the DNA structure was discovered
together with all Crick’s
subsequent work in molecular
biology and neuroscience. The
archive will sit well within the
Wellcome Library, joining one 
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Opening up: the archive of Francis Crick, seen here shortly after the landmark paper
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of the world’s most significant
scientific and medical 
libraries.
David Pearson, head of the
Wellcome Library said: “We are
delighted that the papers have not
fallen into private hands abroad
and can guarantee that the work
remains part of our scientific
heritage. Francis Crick’s pioneering
work on the structure of DNA was
carried out in Britain, and we are
bringing it back home. Through the
library, Crick’s collection will be
permanently accessible to the
public. In financial terms this is the
biggest single acquisition the Trust
has ever made, but its value is
priceless.”
The first task is to list the
contents when they begin to
arrive this spring and Pearson
hopes that within 12 months a
catalogue will be available at the
library and online. “We may also
provide texts online if there is
sufficient demand,” he says.
Crick and Watson’s current
fame was, however, slow to
develop. Even the authors’ first
concerns were whether the
structure was really correct and
what implications it held for gene
replication and protein synthesis,
Crick recalls. Certainly his
paymasters at the Medical
Research Council took little initial
notice. In the council’s annual
report for 1953, much space was
given over to reports of the
successful expedition led by
Edmund Hillary to climb Mount
Everest that year and the
physiological experiments that
had been carried out to look at the
effects of altitude. Crick and
Watson’s paper gets just the
briefest record.
But fame slowly built. At the
end of the decade physical
chemist Paul Doty told Crick that
he’d been in New York shortly
after lapel buttons had come into
fashion and had seen one with
“DNA” written on it. Thinking it
must mean something else Doty
asked the vendor what it meant.
“Get with it Bud,” the man replied
in a strong New York accent.
“Dat’s the gene.”
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